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401  A Chinese export vase of baluster form in a hard paste porcelain bearing 

signature four character seal mark to base. Decorated in traditional blue 

and white wear design depicting two birds amongst foliage with moth or 

butterfly. Standing at 18.5cm tall and 9cm at widest point vase in good 

condition no chips cracks or loss of glaze    

£100-150 

402  An arts and crafts styled water jug or ewer having a heavily worked 

copper body decorated with acanthus and vine leaves and twin lion 

heads with snake styled handle. 41cm tall having two small indentations 

to body, slightly bend lip and handle being detachable    

£50-80 

403  A 20th century taxidermy study of a Grouse from the Galliformes family 

of game birds on a naturalistic styled base, measuring 27cm long by 

26cm high. Condition generally good slight loss of plumage with age   

£50-80 

404  A late Victorian metal spelter figure study of a medieval knight on horse 

back in a battle stance. No makers mark or reg number present. 

Standing at 35cm tall having damage to horse with loss of one foot and 

tail detached.    

£50-80 

405  A pair of Chinese Tibetan styled figures of two dogs of Fo / Foo imperial 

temple guardian lions or Shishi. Both having a stone ware style ceramic 

and decorated with a sancai style glaze colour way. Standing at 20cm tall 

and both in good condition    

£50-80 

406  A good selection of antique mother of pearl games counters or tokens, 

most being of circular form with a decorated boarder and lotus style leaf 

in centre and similar fish style tokens with enclosed circle design with 

birds within. All contained in an early 20th century collar or similar case.  

£50-80 

407  A Victorian miniature portrait study of a Napoleonic gentleman very 

finely executed brush work with no signature visible. Housed within a 

rose gold case, having been tested as gold with a domed glass front. In 

very good condition both casing and painting    

£150-200 



408  A 20th century cigarette smokers mechanical dispenser having a light 

mahogany outer case with inlayed decoration and a duck figure with 

open beak for collecting cigarette. Mechanism in full working order and 

in good condition    

£20-30 

409  Three ceramic pieces by Aynsley in the Orchard Gold design including 

one pin dish stamped D Jones, having had damage and repair, a squat 

form bowl having gilt inner in good condition and a footed bowl having 

slight loss to glaze in parts.    

 £20-30 

410  Two figure studies by Royal Doulton in the Pretty Ladies line, including 

Spring ball HN 5467 and Summer ball HN 5464 both in fine condition no 

damage or restoration    

£20-30 

411  An American styled drop dial wall clock. Having a fusee movement with 

painted face for Exeter Courtin, with a rose wood case and mother of 

pearl inlayed detailing and carved foliage sides.    

£250-300 

412  A coal or similar mine lamp by the Protector Lamp & Lighting co Type 6 

No. B/28 Eccles    

£30-50 

413  A large sized antique porcelain mug or cup by Flight Barr and Barr Royal 

Works Worcester, having a hand painted panel depicting Fountains 

Abbey Yorkshire with very fine detailing. Mug itself having having 

damage and restoration to handle 14cm tall by 12cm wide    

£80-120 

414  A local interest 2017 ceramic Peter Rabbit Lakeland treasure trail egg, 

very limited in manufacture runs. From the Where is Peter Rabbit trail a 

rare collectors piece, in fine condition egg number 3.     

£80-120 

415  A Royal Worcester dragon boat or fruit bowl having a footed base with 

hand decorated floral work panels, and twin dragon styled handles. 

Bearing a green back stamp, one dragon handle having loss of wing but 

otherwise in good condition    

£50-80 

 



416  A modernist style clear cut crystal glass fruit bowl having a wave form 

expanding cut to one side and bearing name Atlantis to base. 10cm tall 

by 22cm wide in fine condition no chips or cracks    

£20-30 

417  A Mid century Sylvac dog having sling to poorly paw and in the green 

colour way, impressed to underside with number of 1502, Made in 

England, Sylvac,good condition with minor crazing , standing at a height 

of approximately twenty centimetres.     

£30-50 

418  A katzhutte figurine of lady on sofa holding a fan with bonnet by her side 

in a pink period costume, approx 27cm wide by 18cm high. In good 

condition no chips or damage    

£50-80 

419  A ceramic paste pot lid Woods Areca Nut Tooth Paste, by W.Woods  

Chemist Plymouth. Lid in excellent condition no chips damage or 

discolouration.     

£20-30 

420  A fine silver plated tantalus by Walker and Hall of Sheffield numbered 

16309 containing three cut glass decanters two of which are as found 

with damage. Tantalus in good working order with key and working 

movement    

£100-150 

421  A mid century figure study of a rabbit by Sylvac number 1028 in a natural 

brown colour way, 24cm tall in fine condition with no chips or damage 

£30-50 

422  A Japanese saki or tea pot of squat form in a traditional Satsuma ware 

palette, highly decorated with three panels of samurai and geisha with 

gilt boarders and decorated lid. No damage or restoration to teapot or 

lid slight crackle with age to ceramic body.     

£50-80 

423  Three desktop fountain ink pens, one by Parker having metal cased cap, 

a Conway Stewart no.88 with 14ct nib and a Burnham no.47 with 

medium nib.     

£20-30 

 

 

 



424  A vintage 1920's phenolic or bakelite tobacco jar with screw top lid and 

tobacco name badge to front, both body and lid in fine condition no 

damage cracks or repairs    

£20-30 

425  A vintage cine film projector 'the Kodascope' model c for 16mm film 

housed within a mahogany fitted case with accessories spools and three 

film rolls. Unit itself in fine condition and case in good order.    

£50-80 

426  A seated Chinese Tibetan Buddhism Sakyamuni Buddha statue sat atop 

lotus leaf and sat in a meditation pose holding and offering bowl, cast in 

metal and standing at 26cm high and 21cm wide signs of age and wear 

but no major damage    

£50-80 

427  A scarce Victorian needle case, marked The Quadruple golden casket, 

Wavery & son Redditch, composed of brass and having pivoting lid and 

mechanical action which when operated reveals the four internal 

compartments within, with a design of butterfly on leaf to centre and 

embossed flowers and vines.    

£120-150 

428  A studio pottery figure Carter Stabler Adams by Phoebe Stabler stamped 

signed and dated 1916 of a 'buster boy' or seated child with blanket. 

17cm tall in an earthen ware pottery with no signs of damage or 

restoration    

£150-200 

429  A ceramic ashtray by Moorcroft being stamped to reverse having a green 

glaze with the Bermuda Lilly design 1973 - 1975 approx 12cm by 12cm 

no damage or repairs    

£20-30 

430  An antique bronze cast figure of an Indian Goddess Shiva or a Nataraja 

Sivakami Panchaloha statue standing 20cm high no signs of damage or 

restoration but has age related wear and patina    

£50-80 

431  An antique advertising plaque sign for F.Croft & Son Stock and Share 

Brokers Members of the Provincial brokers stock exchange 

having chased enamel work on copper 33cm by 21cm     

£30-50 

 



432  A portrait miniature copy of fine detail depicting the Madonna della 

Sedia after Raphael housed in an ornate mammoth bone frame    

£50-80 

433  A vintage smokers pocket cigarette lighter by Dunhill from the Unique 

range marked WF 430299 to base having a machine tooled case with all 

moving parts in fine working order    

£80-120 

434  A pair of antique prison or police handcuffs made in England stamped 

Haitt having a key and screw mechanism    

£30-50 

435  A studio pottery figure Carter Stabler Adams by Phoebe Stabler of a 

Buster girl or girl playing flute in a white glaze ceramic 38cm tall with 

crackle glaze, in good condition no damage or breaks although one 

hairline crack to base    

£150-200 

436  An antique hard paste Chinese export serving dish or charger having a 

hand decorated blue and white wear scene in a traditional willow 

pettern design. Condition very good no chips damage or loss of glaze   

£50-80 

437  A bronze cast Bohemian style incense burner or censor having an Indian 

design theme    

£30-50 

438  A large vintage shop display advertisement cartoon figure by Warner 

Brothers stamped TM WB 1996 standing at 42cm high    

£30-50 

439  A large chase worked Middle Eastern tray or table top having extensive 

Islamic or Arabic style motifs measuring 57cm across condition generally 

very good no knocks or dings visible    

£50-80 

440  Two large French Victorian spelter figures of a Fisherman 'rescue' and a 

maiden 'distress' both having been later painted in white both approx 

56cm tall    

£80-120 

441  A blue and white wear plant or similar pot on three footed base stamped 

for Minton 16cm tall 16cm wide    

£20-30 

 



442  A selection of antique Chinese export hard paste tea or chocolate cups 

all being hand decorated in Cantonese and blue and white designs 

including one decorated with crab carp and shrimp. Seven cups in total 

£80-120 

443  A modern clear cut crystal etched glass vase depicting a tucan bird 

signed LS 74 to base and standing at 18cm tall no chips or damage 

present    

£20-30 

444  Two lidded soup or serving tureen one marked Copeland Spode rd 

no.615911 possibly in the Eden pattern both bowl and lid in fine 

condition and a second blue and white wear example in a willow wear 

design with bowl in fine condition but lid having one chip     

£80-120 

445  Seven blue and white wear antique tea or coffee cups in various designs 

including hard paste and pearl wear examples     

£80-120 

446  A late 18th century blue and white wear English delft plate decorated 

with a Chinoiserie style fantasy landscape. 22cm across having chips to 

glaze around rim and hairline crack     

£50-80 

447  Three pieces of art deco design ceramics including an Arabesque bowl by 

Charlotte Rhead, a plate signed by Charlotte Rhead and a similar lustre 

ware glaze vase by Crown Ducal    

£30-50 

448  A selection of hard paste ceramics including a Japanese plate and 

incense stand with decorative enamel work and a similar iron red mug 

having a six seal character mark to base    

£80-120 

449  Three pairs of vintage binoculars including a set of Watson Baker dated 

1943 6.E/293 6839 and two smaller pocket sized binocular sets all having 

their original cases and in good condition    

£30-50 

450  A set of six coffee cups or canister with saucers bearing a green Cauldon 

china stamp having cobalt blue and gilt decoration condition very good 

£50-80 

 

 



451  An antique coal miners or similar safety lamp having a copper and brass 

casing bearing name badge for Prima British Made Birmingham with 

some signs of age related wear     

£30-50 

452  An apprentice piece of miniature furniture early 20th century of a chest 

of two over two drawers some age related waer but no major damage or 

worm, 24cm tall 19cm wide and 13cm deep    

£30-50 

453  A Victorian jewellery case having rose wood case with ebony banding 

and a fitted interior in two parts with fitted tray    

£50-80 

454  A Chinese or Japanese export plate in hard paste ceramic hand painted 

with flower basket scene and a blue boarder having circle and makers 

mark to reverse. Some nibble to rim of plate but no chips or breaks 

present    

£30-50 

455  A late 18th century porcelain lidded tea pot in a Worcester design having 

hand decorated blue and white wear birds with foliage design. 14cm 

high and 18cm long with some repairs to lid and minor damage to 

handle.     

£80-120 

456  A late 18th century English delft plate or soup bowl in traditional blue 

and white design with foliage and boarder with a tin glaze     

£100-150 

457  An English blue and white wear delft plate decorated in a Chinese style 

pattern depicting fantasy landscape, with similar decorated boarder   

£100-150 

458  Four pieces of hard paste Chinese export ceramics including a Cantonese 

palette brush and water pot AF, a slender blue and white wear vase 

decorated with bird and moth motif, and a similar smaller example.   

£50-80 

459  A large Imari palette ginger jar having lid with base having antique 

restoration 30cm high    

£15-20 

460  An arts and crafts styled soap dish by Royal Doulton for Wright's Coal Tar 

Soap, modelled with a dragonfly, impressed factory marks to base. 

Condition very good    

£30-50 



461  A selection of fine antique Hilditch and sons plates and bowls most being 

in traditional Chinoiserie designs and being circa 1820    

£100-150 

462  A modern part coffee service serving six having gilt details and transfer 

design on porcelain marked C.F.P Limoges to base and in fine condition 

£30-50 

463  A fine sewing or haberdashery case having walnut burr or burl outer 

case with ebony an mother of pearl inlayed details having a fitted 

interior. Veneer missing to one corner and escutcheon missing    

£30-50 

464  A flame mahogany veneer case or box possibly for a scientific instrument 

or similar 31cm long 15cm tall and 16cm deep    

£30-50 

465  A late Victorian book rest or fold away lectern in mahogany with brass 

fitments 36cm wide 26cm deep in good condition    

£50-80 

466  A Murano decanter and glass set in blue having rich gilt detailing of city 

or harbour town scene, comprising of six glasses and a decanter, in good 

order with  small amount of wear to gilt of the stopper.    

£30-50 

467  A selection of glassware including a water jug and four tumblers also 

nine smaller glasses, some having labels reading Spiegelau Kristall, W 

Germany,o.    

£20-30 

468  A collection of eight Beatrix potter childrens books included are the tale 

of Johnny town mouse,Jemima Puddle duck,Mrs Tiggy Winkle,Mr Tod 

and more, all with dust covers, some wear to some.    

£20-30 

469  A vintage ships wheel styled ash tray    

£10-15 

470  A vintage Mettoy Automatic toy gun.    

£20-30 

471  A collection of Royal Doulton tea ware in the Plaza design having an art 

deco floral transfer pattern with hand tinted detailing,included are two 

cake or sandwich plates, twelve side plates, ten saucers, and a milk jug. 

£40-60 

 



472  A katzhutte figurine of lady on sofa holding a fan with bonnet by her side 

in green and yellow period costume, approx 27cm wide by 18cm high. 

£50-80 

473  A Pilkingtons Lancastrian art deco paper weight in blue glaze in the form 

of an Egyptian scarab beetle.    

£70-100 

474  A vintage or antique wall mounted brass bracket or sconce with pivoting 

action having decorative pierced body.    

£20-30 

475  An art Nouveau spelter censer or pot pourri bowl in a Mackintosh style.

  £40-60 

476  Four early 20th century brass door finger plates, one having floral 

embossed pattern, two with swag design and one with more simplistic 

design.    

£40-60 

477  A set of eight champagne flutes and two decanters having stickers 

stating Echt Bleikkristall handgeschliffenn.    

£20-30 

478  A mixed collection of items including pewter bowl with hexagonal foot, 

candlestick holder with integrated matchbox holder,miniature tankard 

and more.     

£20-30 

479  An etched vase having local fell scene signed Patrick Mcmahon and two 

similar art glass pieces    

£15-20 

480  An antique chiming mantle clock of black polished stone having painted 

metal columns to sides, battle scene depicted to centre and domed top 

with finial, brass and enamel face, key included,untested.    

£100-150 

481  A late 19th/early 20th century round black lacquered tray having painted 

bird and flower design and a smaller oval tray with similar painted 

decoration.    

£40-60 

482  A mixture of items including jewellery cases, vintage photo frames, 

carved wooden letter opener and more.    

£20-30 

 

 



483  A selection of vintage and antique pen knives including collectable, 

coronation and mother of pearl examples, over twenty items.    

£15-20 

484  A Jackson Bros, Ltd Leeds and Armley, Draughtmans set in blue fabric 

lined case.    

£20-30 

485  Three Royal crown Derby paperweights, A snake, a dragon and a horse, 

repair to dragon and all are missing their stoppers and all are seconds. 

£20-30 

486  An art nouveau style photograph frame having classically styled maiden 

holding wreath to side.    

£20-30 

487  A partial Royal Albert tea service in the Berkley design having floral and 

motif transfer pattern with gilt edging, included are cake plate, cups and 

saucers, side plates, sugar basin and jug.    

£30-50 

488  A selection of mid century ceramics including Sylvac west highland 

terrier, Sylvac bamboo effect vase, another Sylvac vase of baluster form 

having fluted edge to neck and more.    

£30-50 

489  Four vintage fans including two early 20th century paper fans with 

Spanish scenes.    

£20-30 

490  A metal plaque having raised scene depicting three men and a bull titled 

'The law suit' mounted on Oak plaque.    

£30-50 

491  A large vintage wall mounted brass bell having floral pattern to edge.   

£20-30 

492  A 1920s/1930s vintage desk top fan, CA 230/250, 50, No 3037242 

embossed to plaque on top.    

£50-70 

493  An Edwardian Swiss made tulip or almost balloon shaped oak mantel 

clock having satinwood and similar inlay to edging with inlaid tear drop 

and rectangular mother of pearl details to centre of body, roman 

numerals to face.    

£70-100 

 



494  A vintage wall mounted oak barometer having carved rope like detail to 

edging.    

£30-50 

495  A Lenham pottery,Norwich, Pomeranian dog figurine, good condition, 

marked underside for Lenham pottery,approx 10cm height.    

£15-20 

496  A vintage oval brass tray having handles to sides, a brass shoe horn and a 

brass candle stick holder.    

£20-30 

497  A impressively large oval arts and crafts style tray having hammered 

base and turn-up handles.    

£40-60 

498  A Victorian brass and copper relief plaque depicting an occult style 

image of the Devil enticing a lady, and a similar brass door knocker of a 

demon style lion    

£50-80 

499  A vintage brass three legged trivet and a antique effect modern trivet 

with squirrel decoration.   

 £10-15 

500  An antique Indian / Chinese planter pot in heavily chase worked and 

embossed copper in a lotus flower design with footed base, some 

antique repairs and signs of age with no major faults     

£80-120 

501  A vintage cloth advertising banner or flag for Moto guzzi motorcycles, 

approx 34"x 28".    

£20-30 

502  An early 20th century desk top bell having sprung loaded external 

hammer with swirled motif design to base and finial.    

£20-30 

503  A pair of ebonised bookends in the arts and crafts style having raised 

metal work cladding to outer edges with ivy leaf and berry pattern.   

£30-50 

504  A large brass bankers style desk lamp.    

£30-50 

505  A pair of African tribal heads carved in heavy ethnic woods and a carved 

wall mounted mask.    

£30-50 



506  A small bankers style desk top lamp having brass base and bottle green 

shade.    

£20-30 

507  A selection of antique fire side toasting forks having decorative brass 

figural handles    

£20-30 

508  A Good quantity of Royal Crown Derby in the Imari palette having 

extensive gilt detailing and intricate vine and floral patterns, comprising 

of six cups and saucers, seven side plates, Bon-Bon dish and jug.All items 

in good order bar some slight surface wear from cutlery and a little wear 

to some gilt.    

£200-300 

509  Two vintage wooden sailing yachts, one red and the other blue 'Star 

yacht, guaranteed to sail, Birkenhead,made in England'.    

£20-30 

510  A late Georgian dressing table or toilet mirror having a burr wood veneer 

with bun feet and silvered mirror back (detached) a similar aged 

Chippendale style framed mirror and a late Victorian oval mirror having 

gilt and purple frame    

£100-150 

511  An antique hard paste Chinese export tea cup being hand decorated 

with unusual scenes and a similar aged tea bowl    

£30-50 

512  A traditional Japanese Netsuke or Netsky of a Demon or Oni carved in an 

exotic hardwood and bearing character seal mark to base    

£30-50 

513  Two Chinese export hard paste tea cups including one in traditional 

willow wear design and similar floral scene bearing six seal character 

mark to base     

£30-50 

514  An art deco chinoiserie mantle clock made by Armstrong of Manchester 

having highly decorated face depicting fantasy landscape with man 

being led on horse back over bridge over a deep blue and gilt ground. 

Clock measures 23.5cm wide by 19cm tall with an electric movement 

and pierced hands. Face glass and body all in excellent condition   

£80-120 

 



515  Six Royal Crown Derby plates, all of which are slightly different but all 

are in the Imari palette.    

£70-100 

516  An antique top hat having no makers name and a vintage bowler hat 

labelled Moores, J moores and sons ltd factory, Denton, Paris ,London 

and New york.    

£20-30 

517  A piece of marine scrimshaw worked with colonial imagery of two large 

stags and a Celtic styled cross 7cm long and a similar piece shaped into 

an instrument handle 17cm long    

£50-80 

518  A pair of ornately carved Japanese netsuke of a male and female duck 

carved in animal horn and bearing character seal mark to base     

£50-80 

519  Six Royal Crown Derby coffee cans and saucers in the Imari palette,all in 

good order with some having nominal wear to small areas of gilt 

detailing, marked to underside with number of 2541.    

£80-120 

520  A set of six miniature Chinese vase possibly for salesman or display in 

various forms and glazes including Sang De Boeuf and flambe one vase 

bearing character seal mark possibly for Qianlong period    

£200-300 

521  A selection of antique cups and saucers,plates and a jug, having cream 

and green ground with transfer floral pattern and gilt detailing. Around 

thirty items.    

£30-50 

522  A selection of Royal Crown Derby with cups and saucers,plates and a jug, 

having white ground with delicate hand tinted floral and swag pattern 

with gilt detailing. Around thirty eight items.    

£60-80 

523  A Georgian pearl ware teacup having an unusual elephant and musical 

instrument motif     

£30-50 

524  A novelty vintage cast metal ship shaped ash tray,around 22.5cm in 

length.    

£20-30 



525  A Chinese export hard paste tea bowl having six hand decorated panels 

with floral and butterfly / moth decoration bearing a four mark 

character seal to base and a similar decorated tea cup    

£50-80 

526  A vintage municipal or public toilet door sign for gents in lead lettering 

and partially painted    

£20-30 

527  Four Royal Crown Derby cups in traditional Imari designs including 

moustache cup and saucer, a small three handle loving cup, a larger tea 

cup and saucer and a twin handle loving cup all in fine condition   

£100-150 

528  Two Victorian crystoleum prints including a Dutch girl cockle picking or 

similar and a scantily clad bather by a river side    

£30-50 

529  A hard paste Chinese export tea cup highly decorated with phoenix 

motif in base of cup with rice grain decoration and four character seal 

mark to base    

£30-50 

530  A selection of Japanese netsuke or netsky including turtle emerging for 

foliage bearing seal mark, a simple worker holding a log and elaborate 

figure group of a flute player and two drum boys    

£50-80 

531  A pair of late Georgian tea cups in a Worcester style design depicting 

lady sat with a tin glaze    

£50-80 

532  A cased six serving coffee set by Royal Worcester having the Woodland 

design    

£30-50 

533  A set of Whiskey tots each having full colour decoration of a whiskey 

brand also another set of Grand National glasses each decorated in full 

colour with a lifelike impression of a Grand National winner.    

£15-20 

534  A vintage free standing mirror having bevelled glass and scrolled gilt 

edging, around 51cm in height.    

£20-30 

 

 



535  A large earthenware flagon/Beer jar with metal handle for Mitchells and 

Butlers Ltdof Lancaster, approx 40cm in height.    

£20-30 

536  A fine antique Georgian mirror having swivel drawer base with scroll 

work supports and silver backed mirror with fine bone detail edge work.  

£100-150 

537  A large quantity of Royal Doulton English renaissance dinner service 

having white ground with duck egg blue banding and gilt motif patterns, 

included are various sizes of platter, breakfast cups and saucers, coffee 

cups and saucers, tea and coffee pots, tureens, bowls and more,over 

eighty items.    

£100-150 

538  A vintage wooden boxed fish knife set comprising of six knives and forks.

  £10-15 

539  A Japanese trinket case with four lidded compartments decorated with 

mythological scene of man wrestling Kappa with inner cases decorated 

with insects    

£50-80 

540  A vintage 1980s mirror from a Williams Alien poker pinball machine, 

some age related wear, approx 72.5cm by 65cm.    

£100-150 

541  A partial Minton 'Grasmere' dinner service included are various 

bowls,serving dishes,plates in various sizes, platters,and gravy boat, 

around fifty two items.    

£80-120 

542  A fine selection of late Georgian early Victorian Hilditch and sons tea 

cups saucers and similar tea wares in Chinoiserie designs nearly all sets 

in very good condition     

£100-150 

543  A rare and possibly one off advertising mirror back glass for Blackburn 

Rovers football club manufactured by Pilkington Glass with Red Rose 

motif 61cm x 61cm     

£50-80 

544  Two wooden lamp base with lacquer work in an art deco Chinoiserie 

design with fine shades to compliment    

£50-80 



545  A set of four dissimilar decanters, Georgian with mushroom 

stopper,three rings to the neck and engraved decoration, a second 

Georgian decanter and two Victorian examples.    

£50-80 

546  A pair of wrythen fluted glasses.    

£50-80 

547  A small spirit glass having fluted decoration to the bowl and a plain 

stem.    

£15-20 

548  A small sherry glass having thistle shaped bowl.    

£15-20 

549  A wine glass having plain stem with a tear on a folded foot with fluted 

and etched decoration to bowl.    

£40-60 

550  A small wine glass having thistle shaped bowl with decoration.    

£20-30 

551  Two small toastmasters glasses having cut circles to bowls.    

£20-30 

552  A pair of cordial glasses having decoration to bowl and fluted panels.   

£20-30 

553  A small wine glass with central knop to stem and decoration to bowl.   

£10-15 

554  A small liqueur glass engraved with initials WPR.    

£10-15 

555  A pair of glass swans.    

£10-15 

556  A 19th century goblet, engraved with Sunderland bridge and sailing ship, 

cartoushe having initials RJC? on a stem with a central knop.    

£100-120 

557  A late 18th century rummer, with decoration to the bowl an engraved 

initials.    

£50-80 

558  A plain rummer with knop below the bowl, around late 18th century.   

£50-80 

559  A small wine glass having red and white twist.    

£30-50 

560  A deep bowl wine glass with two knops to stem.    

£20-30 



561  A small Victorian wine glass with central knop to stem.    

£10-20 

562  A pair of Victorian toastmasters glasses having cut panels to the bowls 

and central knop to the stem.    

£20-30 

563  A pair of Toastmasters glasses with cut panels to bowl and stem and a 

similar glass.    

£20-30 

564  A set of four brandy glasses with hobnail and cut panels to the bowls.   

£20-30 

565  A circa 1750 wine glass gauze opaque stem surrounded by single ribbon.

 £70-100 

566  A wine glass, circa 1750 on plain foot with air twist stem central knop 

and ogee bowl.    

£70-100 

567  A circa 1720 wine glass with plain stem on domed and folded foot having 

etched vine decoration to bowl.    

£100-120 

568  A circa 1750 wine glass having plain foot and stem with multi opaque 

spiral twist and plain bowl.    

£70-100 

569  A pair of late 18th early 19th century rummers with grape and barley 

etched decoration to bowl     

£50-80 

570  A wine glass with domed and folded foot with plain stem and elongated 

tear with plain bowl mid 18th century    

£50-80 

571  Three ale glasses decorated bowls with hops and barley     

£50-80 

572  A Bristol blue glass in the form of a boot a small green toasting glass 

engraved W6H and a rummer engraved with coronation motiff    

£30-50 

573  A plain stem wine glass with folded foot and plain stem decorated with 

pheasant vines    

£80-120 

 

 



574  A mid 18th century wine glass with multiform opaque twist stem under 

a plain bowl    

£50-80 

575  A mid 18th century wine glass with folded foot a central knop stem on 

plain bowl    

£80-120 

576  A small wine glass mid 18th century with air twist stem and central multi 

air twist with ribbon under engraved bowl    

£50-80 

577  An early 18th century wine glass with folded foot and flat knop hollow 

stem tear with basal knop to base on plain bowl    

£70-100 

578  A wine or ale glass having a plain foot with a white twist stem standing 

16.8cm tall and having etched bowl with pictorial etched image of navy 

ship and motto 'Success to the Eagle Frigate' possibly relating to HMS 

eagle 1745.  

The Eagle is the best known of the Bristol 'Privateers' due to its 

appearance on sets of wine glasses with opaque twist stems. The Eagle 

was declared on 13 November 1756 by Captain John Knill. In April 1757 

the London Chronicle referred to the Eagle under the command of 

Captain Dibden. 

 £200-300 

579  A multi opaque twist stem on plain foot with an opaque twist     

£80-120 

580  An ale glass on a plain foot decorated bowl with barley and hops   

£70-100 

581  A large wine glass with a multi spiral opaque twist stem on a plain foot 

 £50-80 

582  A large wine glass with multi opaque twist stem on plain foot and bowl

  £30-50 

583  A mid 18th century wine glass with opaque twist spiral stem on plain 

foot    

£50-80 

584  A mid 18th century wine glass with air twist stem     

£80-120 

585  A drawn trumpet bowl wine glass with air twist stem on plain foot    

£70-100 



586  A mid 18th wine glass having multi strand opaque twist stem on plain 

foot    

£50-80 

587  A wine glass with central opaque twist surrounded by multi strand twist 

with plain bowl and foot    

£30-50 

588  A Victorian wine glass on domed foot having solid stem with air bubble 

and gilt rim edge with an M monogram to front    

£50-80 

589  A wine glass having a multi air twist stem opaque with red twist on plain 

foot and bowl    

£50-80 

590  A mid 18th century multi opaque twist stem with an ogee bowl    

£50-80 

591  A plain stem mid 18th century wine glass with bell bowl and tear to base 

of bowl on folded foot    

£80-120 

592  A Victorian toasting glass having a knop stem and plain foot    

£20-30 

593  A late Georgian toasting glass of conical form having a twist body on 

plain thick foot    

£20-30 

594  A pair of Victorian champagne flutes having a baluster stem on pain foot 

with cut body decoration    

£30-50 

595  A squat form glass ice crusher having a hexagonal styled design    

£20-30 

596  Thirty late Victorian musical church or similar hand bells having brass 

bodies with leather strap and handles marked J Shaw and son of 

Bradford each being stamped with corresponding musical notes and 

graduated in form. Condition generally good bell forms in good 

condition and some age related wear to leather and straps.     

£300-500 

597  An antique brass worked fire basket or similar with a cooper coat of 

arms or family crest motif also having lions head handles. Moderate age 

related wear with a break to base and one handle being detached   

£80-120 



598  A mid century styled part tea and dinner service by Denby in the 

Chatsworth design including bowls, charger plates and tea pot    

£50-80 

599  A fine canteen of cutlery by Prima serving eleven housed in a fitted case

 £50-80 

600  A vintage mid century advertising poster for Persil washing powder 

41cm x 27cm    

£20-30 

601  Two antique glass carboys or large wine bottles one marked Viresa and 

the other Ayelense both approx 43cm tall    

£80-120 

602  A fine Victorian oil burning lamp having four Corinthian columns 

supporting  copper well with cranberry faded and etched glass shade   

£100-150 

603  A cased canteen of cutlery by Oneida community plate for serving six in 

a fitted case    

£30-50 

604  A vintage mirror with an elaborate plaster cast and gilt frame     

£20-30 

605  A canteen of cutlery and flatwares by Oneida Sheffield made for serving 

six in fine condition with fitted case    

£50-80 

606  A traditional brass jam pan with cast handle and a copper and brass 

water jug having large squat form body    

£30-50 

607  A classical styled figure base of a semi nude bather at a water fountain 

cast in resin standing 67cm tall with a ceramic Greek column stand   

£30-50 

608  A traditional Victorian small banjo form barometer having mercury 

thermometer with visible mechanism behind enamel face dial    

£50-80 

609  A Victorian hall way mirror of oval form with an elaborately cast iron 

frame with peacock and cherub design    

£30-50 

610  A circular carved wood framed mirror with bevel edged glass and gilt 

and gesso detailing 45cm across     

£30-50 



611  A modern advertising poster for Apple I pod 1st generation 'say hello to 

Ipod' poster in very good condition    

£150-200 

612  A genuine mid century psychedelic collectors black light poster by One 

Stop Posters Los Angeles copyright 1973 Moon Princess after John Lykes 

£80-120 

613  A vintage early 20th century advertising poster for the French Railways 

having tears and partial loss of paper to edges    

£30-50 

614  A taxidermy study of a long eared owl in a glass case with naturalistic 

base well preserved and kept with appropriate certificates    

£150-200 

615  A taxidermy study of a Peregrine Falcon in a glass case with naturalistic 

base well preserved and kept with appropriate certificates    

£300-500 

616  A vintage advertising poster for South Westmorland Church Bank Farm 

Burton in Kendal agricultural and auction sale    

£30-50 

617  A genuine vintage poster advertising the Racing Car Show 1971 at 

olympia national hall     

£30-50 

618  a vintage advertising poster for BOAC air travel for Caribbean USA 

Canada and Mexico 1968    

£30-50 

619  a vintage advertising poster in a mid century style for Printmakers 

central school of art and design     

£20-30 

620  Three aviation and aeroplane posters for the red arrows and similar 

aircraft    

£20-30 

621  a vintage advertising poster for BEA British European Airways with map 

showing flight paths and routes   

 £20-30 

622  a fine Victorian silver plated oil burning lamp having embossed stem 

with cut glass well and milk glass shade    

£80-120 

 



623  A fine silver plated decanter set early 20th century having cut glass 

bottles both bottles and stoppers in good condition, fitted case having 

mahogany body measuring 34cm tall 32cm wide and 15cm deep case in 

good condition    

£50-80 

624  A pair of antique middle eastern Islamic style slippers having fine hand 

stitched details    

£30-50 

625  An antique printers block tray or shelf unit 83cm long by 37cm wide 

good patina and condtion    

£50-80 

626  A vintage advertising poster for Walt Disney Disneyland circa 1980's    

£20-30 

 


